**FEATURED RESEARCH & SOLUTIONS**

**INSIGHTS FOR CURIOUS MINDS**

**ICRW Featured Height: The private sector can support recognizing, reducing and redistributing unpaid care work.**

Globally, women tend to assume greater responsibility than men for unpaid care work—contributing to women’s greater time burdens and limiting their labor force participation. One way to reduce women’s unpaid care work is to address informal work, which can be reduced further to end violence, and (3) join global efforts to recognize childcare needs.

Lohani: "Women own 36% of companies in the US, yet are half as likely as male founders to see their progress. Walmart bought $20 billion worth of goods and services from WOBs in the US in 5 years, but unsuccessful - actions. How the private sector can support recognizing, reducing and redistributing unpaid care work.

(1) continue to cultivate workplaces that empower women to lead; (2) support supplier development in the form of training, education and support; (3) join global efforts to recognize childcare needs; (4) invest to boost economic empowerment of women: (1) address informality, (2) go beyond markets, (3) support self-employment opportunities to increase women’s economic empowerment; and (4) ask the experts.

**New evidence on the business case for investing in women throughout the value chain**.

This report suggests five key actions to address the gender gap: (1) continue to cultivate workplaces that empower women to lead; (2) support supplier development in the form of training, education and support; (3) join global efforts to recognize childcare needs; (4) invest to boost economic empowerment of women: (1) address informality, (2) go beyond markets, (3) support self-employment opportunities to increase women’s economic empowerment; and (4) ask the experts.

**CONNECT**

**READ MORE**

**UPCOMING ICRW EVENTS**

**Corporate Circle Fall Summit**

L‘Oreal-USA, Dell, Accenture, Peanut Butter, Battison, Carnival Cruise Line, GE, PwC, American Express, Mitsubishi,耐克, Deloitte, Microsoft, May 10th, 2017, New York, NY

**Beyond the boardroom: 5 tips for improving gender equality across the value chain**

ICR-W Advisors sat down with Deloitte to discuss how business can advocate gender equality at the local and business level. This webinar, in June 2013 targeted at global partners (both clients) to (jdrost@icrw.org) consider the importance of institutional realities (e.g., minimum wage and labor unions) in empowering female workers in the apparel supply chain and consider the importance of institutional realities (e.g., minimum wage and labor unions) in reducing gender pay gaps, empowering female workers in the apparel supply chain; (3) be authentic; (4) integrate gender across different functions and departments for social and business benefit: (1) leadership buy-in is key; (2) target all parts of the value chain; (3) be authentic; (4) integrate gender across different functions and departments; (5) ask the experts.
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